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Abstract: The main contribution of this paper is to provide an accurate taxonomy for delivery
techniques, which allows the detection of novel techniques and the identification of appropriate
countermeasures. Delivery is a key stage for offensive cyber operations. During delivery, a threat
actor tries to gain an initial foothold into the targeted infrastructure. It is the first step of an offensive
cyber operation, where the threat actor interacts with its victim in a hostile way; thus, its success is
mandatory for the global achievement of the operation. However, delivery techniques are not well
structured among the literature, being in many cases a simple list of techniques with which, if one
of them is slightly modified by the threat actor, its detection becomes very difficult. This situation
hinders the modeling of hostile actors, a fact that makes it difficult to identify countermeasures
to detect and neutralize their malicious activities. In this work, we analyze the current delivery
techniques’ classification approaches and the problems linked to them. From this analysis, we propose
a novel taxonomy that allows the accurate classification of techniques, overcoming the identified
problems and allowing both the discovery of new techniques and the detection of gaps in deployed
countermeasures. Our proposal significantly reduces the amount of effort needed to identify, analyze,
and neutralize hostile activities from advanced threat actors, in particular their initial access stage. It
follows a logical structure that can be easy to expand and adapt, and it can be directly used in the
industry’s commonly accepted standards, such as MITRE ATT&CK.
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1. Introduction
Computer Network Operations (CNO) are defined as the actions taken through the
use of computers and networks to gain information superiority or to deny the adversary
this enabling capability. CNO is an umbrella term that comprises three main activities [1]:
Computer Network Attack (CNA), Computer Network Defense (CND), and Computer
Network Exploitation (CNE). CND is about computer and network protection, whereas
CNE is focused on information gathering, that is, in cyber espionage, and CNA is related to
degradation, disruption, destruction, or manipulation actions. The offensive CNO are those
related to CNA and CNE, and they are both defined by a series of mandatory steps for the
operation to be successful. In each of these steps, a set of tactics, which define what an
hostile actor is doing, are performed by specific techniques, which define how the hostile
actor accomplishes a tactic.
In these offensive operations, the initial access, or delivery, is the first mandatory step
in which the hostile actor approaches its target in an offensive way and has a direct contact
with it. Although some reconnaissance techniques, a previous step, can be also executed
with a hostile approach to the target, they are not always mandatory in an operation, as
reconnaissance can be achieved by information-gathering techniques, such as passive or
semi-passive, which are not considered hostile [2].
The delivery being the first mandatory hostile approach to a target, it is, as well,
the first moment where an operation can be detected and neutralized; in fact, delivery
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is considered a high-risk task for hostile actors, as it leaves traces in the target [3]. For
this reason, it is a must for defenders to understand how delivery is performed by threat
actors. Without a clear understanding of the tactic and their associated techniques, defense
is harder and the success rate for the threat actor increases.
Our paper provides a suitable taxonomy for techniques exploited to achieve the
delivery tactic; we have dissected the tactic and identified its key elements, defined them,
and designed a taxonomy for them. These key elements are the malicious objects delivered
to a target (delivery object) in a specific way (delivery vector) and that break the security
perimeter of the target in a specific way (delivery path). With these three elements, we
can classify all delivery techniques, and we can identify as well different approaches not
commonly exploited but which would allow a hostile actor to achieve persistence.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
•
•
•

To identify and define the key elements that compose the delivery tactic.
To structure the delivery tactic approaches used in offensive Computer Network
Operations (CNE or CNA).
To provide an accurate taxonomy for techniques into the delivery tactic for these
operations, thus allowing defenders to detect novel or uncommon techniques, identify
specific countermeasures, and improve global security.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background, Section 2, provides a
brief introduction to the Cyber Kill Chain and to the MITRE ATT&CK framework, as two
of the main frameworks for the modeling of offensive operations, both in their steps and
in their tactics and techniques. In Section 3, we assess the problem of the lack of a unified
taxonomy for the delivery tactics and its importance for the modeling of threat actors and
operations. Section 4 analyzes the prior work in this field, stating that little research has
been conducted in this sense. In Section 5, we propose a novel taxonomy for the techniques
inside the delivery tactic, identifying the key aspects to classify particular techniques. In
Section 6, we discuss the results of our work, comparing them with other approaches and
identifying improvements, as well as future research lines. Finally, Section 7 summarizes
the outcome of the overall work.
2. Background
2.1. Mitre ATT&CK
MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge) is a
globally accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world
observations. This knowledge, contributed by analysts all around the world, can be used
as the base for the development of specific threat models and methodologies. Started in
2013 and published in 2015, ATT&CK develops a process for modeling an adversary’s
post-compromise behavior at a fine level. A description of the framework and the work
performed can be found at [4].
Tactics specify what a threat actor is doing, at the highest level of description, to
accomplish a certain mission. Techniques specify how tactics are implemented, and procedures describe a particular implementation of a technique. These tactics, techniques,
and procedures represent the behavior of a threat actor from the highest level description
(tactic) to the lowest level one (procedure). MITRE ATT&CK framework is today’s de facto
standard to structure tactics and techniques of advanced threat actors. As of March 2022,
MITRE ATT&CK had defined 14 enterprise tactics—those related to the activities of an
attacker onto its victim—and 188 enterprise techniques associated with those tactics and
379 sub-techniques. Apart from that, MITRE ATT&CK defines 14 mobile tactics, related to
the compromise of mobile devices, and 92 mobile techniques. Beside tactics and techniques,
ATT&CK identifies software (a generic term for tools, artifacts, malware, etc.) that can
be used to implement one or more of the techniques, and which is out of the scope of
this work.
In the ATT&CK Matrix for Enterprise, the framework represents tactics as the adversary’s tactical goals for acting [5]. Although ATT&CK does not provide a kill-chain
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approach to specify the arrangement of tactics, most of them are presented in the logical
order that a threat actor follows in hostile operations. All of them can be achieved through
different techniques, and a single technique that can be associated with one or more tactics.
There is no formal structure in MITRE ATT&CK for techniques in each tactic, all of them
being represented in a plain view. For example, for the Command and Control tactic,
representing the goal of enabling the remote control of the compromised infrastructure,
the framework identifies techniques such as Data Encoding, Data Obfuscation, Protocol
Tunneling, or Remote Access Software. The structure of tactics and techniques in MITRE
ATT&CK allows analysts to organize which adversarial actions belong to specific techniques and tactics, thus helping defensive teams to understand what a threat actor may be
trying to achieve, how this actor is trying to achieve it and how to better defend against the
threat [6].
MITRE ATT&CK also links Advanced Persistent Threat groups, APTs, to tactics,
techniques, and software. With 110 identified groups at the time of this writing, all of them
are named, aliased, described, and linked to specific techniques (including pre-attack and
mobile) and software. In this way, an analyst can establish relationships between those
entities to model an adversary and its activities against a target and, most importantly, to
establish the defense mechanisms to prevent, detect, and respond to a threat.
MITRE ATT&CK represents an enormous effort to provide to the community a unified
framework to identify the activities of advanced threat actors, from their TTP to the software
they use, correlate information among those entities, and improve, not only the knowledge
about APT, but also the defense mechanisms required for their detection and response.
It constitutes a framework that, as usual, has to be improved with continuous work and
contributions; in this sense, we miss in the MITRE ATT&CK a more defined structure
for techniques inside each tactic. The standard specifies all tactics for a cyber kill-chain
model but, for each tactic, all related techniques have a plain structure, broken only by the
specification of sub-techniques and, particularly, implementations of a specific technique.
2.2. Cyber Kill Chain®
The Cyber Kill Chain® framework [7], developed by Lockheed Martin, is part of the
Intelligence-Driven Defense® model for the identification and prevention of cyber intrusion
activity, identifying what a threat actor must complete in order to achieve its ive. It was
first described in [7] as a seven-step process suitable for CNA or CNE operations, as shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Cyber Kill Chain® as defined in [7].

These seven steps are defined as follows [7,8]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reconnaissance. Research, identification, and selection of targets.
Weaponization. Before attacking a target, the threat actor has to couple a remote
access Trojan with an exploit into a deliverable payload.
Delivery. The transmission of weapons to the targeted environment to launch a
particular operation.
Exploitation. After the weapon is delivered, the exploitation triggers an intruders’ code.
Installation. The installation of an implant, just as a remote access Trojan, a backdoor,
or any kind of malicious software, on the victim system, allowing the adversary to
maintain persistence inside the environment.
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6.

7.

Command and Control. The compromised hosts must beacon outbound to an Internet
controller server to establish a C2 channel, thus allowing the threat actor to remotely
control its target.
Actions on objectives. After progressing through the first six phases, the intruders can
take actions to achieve their original goals, such as information theft, denial, or hop to
a third-party infrastructure.

The cyber kill chain represents an industry-accepted methodology for understanding
how an attacker will conduct the activities necessary to cause harm to an organization and
has been largely discussed [9] (in ref. [10], the authors identify some of the discussions
regarding the application of the Cyber Kill Chain). Some authors [11,12] have proposed the
addition and removal of different stages in order to improve or adjust the original model,
and the topic has also been discussed in technical conferences. Moreover, some efforts
to unify models and variants, such as [13], have been made. Despite this, the original
proposal has been widely used and applied to specific problems regarding advanced
threat actors, such as those related to the modeling of the attack stages against critical
infrastructures [14–17].
3. Problem Statement
In the modeling of offensive operations, the establishment of an accurate sequence
of actions and the identification of the tactics and techniques that threat actors perform
in order to achieve their goals is a key requirement for the prevention, detection, and
neutralization of the threat. The analysis of the initial foothold into a target infrastructure is
a must for this modeling of hostile activities. The Cyber Kill Chain “Delivery” stage or the
MITRE ATT&CK “Initial access” tactic both represent this point of initial contact between
the threat actor and its target.
The delivery tactic is usually linked to the delivery of a malicious payload to the
target, embedded into a weaponized such as a particular file type or web link. In fact,
in many references delivery is just identified as “payload delivery” [18–20] or “malware
delivery” [21,22]. The delivered has been generated on a previous stage of the operation,
usually called weaponization [7], and, after a successful delivery, the payload is detonated,
starting the next stage of the attack, which is commonly identified as exploitation.
This focus on the delivery of malware or malicious payloads has relevant limitations.
It refers only to specific delivery techniques, while other ones, whose use is increasing on a
daily basis, are not considered in this concept. Malwareless operations do not use malicious
payloads, not only to achieve the delivery tactic, but none of the required tactics perform a
successful operation.
Nowadays, threat actors’ delivery techniques include not only the weaponization of a
malicious payload, but also different approaches, some of them even without a malicious
payload, that allow hostile actors to accomplish their goal: to break the target’s security
perimeter and to open the way for the exploitation stage.
We have analyzed different approaches for the identification of a suitable up-to-date
classification scheme for delivery techniques, especially for the ones not linked to the use
of malicious code and simply being the abuse of legit resources. In Section 4 we present a
summary of these approaches. However, no suitable approximation for such a structure
that allows analysts to detect an ongoing operation has been identified. It is mandatory to
analyze, understand, and identify the different techniques for delivery used nowadays, in
order to be able to detect and neutralize them. Such a structure would allow analysts to
identify gaps in their security countermeasures and to discover new techniques deployed
for the delivery tactic.
4. Techniques and Limitations
Until this moment, no valid complete taxonomy for delivery techniques has been
identified. All approaches are partial, providing a relationship of delivery techniques but
without a particular structure, focusing on an specific type of delivery, or analyzing just
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particular delivery techniques used by a given threat actor. We miss a global structure to
classify delivery techniques, which allows not only this classification but also the identification of security gaps in the monitoring scheme for an organization. Such a taxonomy would
allow analysts to detect the compromise of their infrastructures, as well as to identify those
monitoring gaps and deploy countermeasures against previously unknown techniques.
As we have stated before, MITRE ATT&CK is the key reference for the identification
of delivery techniques, identified as Initial Access in the framework. It focuses on the adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) derived from real attacks [23]. However,
this framework does not provide any classification for these techniques, exposing just a
plain relationship for them and their sub-techniques. Although, such as an approximation
is useful for the identification of particular techniques used in offensive operations, it lacks
a whole structure, so it can not be taken as a valid reference for the definition of a delivery
techniques’ taxonomy.
The Cyber Kill Chain represents a starting point that provides an intelligence framework for understanding the multistage attack. It identifies the “Delivery” stage of a hostile
operation but it does not provide any information about adversarial tactics and techniques. Following the Cyber Kill Chain stages, and with different kill chain models, many
works [13,24–27] provide specific examples of delivery techniques; however, few of them
discuss these techniques from a threat modeling perspective. In addition to particular examples, no valid taxonomy approach has been identified in these works. In the case of specific
operations related to APT activities, we face the same situation; different works [28–30]
analyze the delivery techniques used by Advanced Persistent Threats in their campaigns,
providing particular examples of techniques, but none of them present a taxonomy for the
delivery tactic. With a more general approach, ref. [31] analyzes life cycles and models for
Advanced Persistent Threat operations.
In [32], Ping Chen et al. identify two types of delivery techniques: direct and indirect
delivery. In direct delivery, the hostile actors send exploits to their targets, while in indirect
delivery, they compromise a third party that is trusted by the target, and then they use
this compromised third party to indirectly serve exploits to the target. For each category,
the authors propose spear phishing and the watering hole, respectively, as examples of
techniques. In this work, the goal of the authors is not to provide a taxonomy for delivery
techniques, but to present a general survey on Advanced Persistent Threats; for this
reason, they do not focus on a particular taxonomy. In addition, as the paper is dated to
2014 we consider this a valid initial approach that needs to be enhanced; over the years,
advanced threat actors have developed new techniques for the delivery tactic that have
to be considered: for example, the exploiting of public facing applications. A similar
approach is used in [33], although, in this case the provided examples do not reflect the
used categories.
As specified in Section 3, most analyses are focused on the delivery of a malicious
payload through multiple ways. Malware delivery campaigns have been analyzed in [34],
in which Ziyun Zhu et al. adopt three stages from the STIX data model (exploitation,
installation and command, and control) to represent malware delivery campaigns. As this
approach is focused on modeling whole malicious campaigns, the delivery tactic is linked
to other stages inside an operation, which is an approach inappropriate for our particular
focus on the analysis of the delivery tactic.
Being a malware with high impact campaigns during the last few years, ransomware
delivery has been specifically analyzed in different works. In [35], Keertika Gangwar et al.
propose an analysis and detection approach of ransomware based on its delivery mechanisms. The authors provide a feature selection and extraction from different ransomware
families, but they do not identify any classification for the delivery techniques used in
each case, focusing only on URL and indicators of compromise linked to ransomware.
In [36], Pratyush Raunak et al. focus on the detection of ransomware delivered through a
specific technique, namely, exploit kits. In [26], Tooska Dargahi et al. discuss the delivery
of ransomware by techniques linked to social engineering, malvertisement, and traffic
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distribution systems, providing an analysis for each of them. None of these works tries to
establish a complete taxonomy for ransomware delivery techniques.
General delivery techniques have been analyzed in-depth, taking into account both
their description and their countermeasures. General social engineering attacks, on which
many delivery techniques are based, are modeled with graphs in [37]. Phishing is modeled in works such as [38–40] or [41]. Watering hole techniques are described in [42,43].
Even less common delivery techniques, such as baiting [44,45] or supply chain compromise [46–48] have been deeply analysed. Please note that although not widely used until
now, supply chain compromise is an increasing trend for threat actors, as we will detail
later in this paper.
As stated before, social engineering is the base of many delivery techniques; apart
from its modeling, different taxonomies have been developed for social engineering attacks.
In [49], Koteswara Ivaturi et al. divide social engineering techniques into two main categories: person to person and person to person via media. In [50], Katharina Krombholz et al.
establish three parameters for a taxonomy definition: type, operator, and channel, while [51]
presents a kill chain to classify social engineering attacks, with three mandatory steps: orchestration, exploitation, and execution. In [52], Hussain Aldawood et al. differentiate two
parameters to establish an accurate taxonomy: who or what attacks are based on (human
or technology) and how they are executed (physical, technical, social, and socio-technical).
In this work, the authors also provide accurate examples of particular techniques for many
social engineering attacks. These works present different taxonomies for social engineering
attacks; in [53] we can find a summary of them, and a survey is presented in [54], where
Fatima Salahdine et al. provide accurate classification schemes for this technique. However,
not all delivery techniques include social engineering; therefore, we must generalize our
taxonomy in order to provide a global valid approach for the delivery tactic.
As phishing is one of the most widely used techniques for the delivery tactic, it has
been largely analyzed and its particular implementations have been classified. In [55],
Junaid Ahsenali Chaudhry et al. identify four phishing techniques: spear phishing, clone
phishing, malware-based phishing, and search engine phishing. This approach is purely focused on specific technical aspects in order to identify phishing countermeasures; therefore,
it is not suitable to establish a taxonomy, even an initial one. In [56], Justinas Rastenis et al.
define a taxonomy for e-mail based phishing attacks, based on different features of the
malicious e-mail used in an operation. The authors highlight the lack of e-mail-based
phishing attacks’ taxonomy and propose a novel one, but only with a focus on this particular technique; thus, it can not be considered a general purpose approach that is valid
for all delivery techniques. In [57], Gaurav Varshney et al. propose five categories for
web phishing techniques (the authors define them as “Tactics”, an approximation that
we consider inconsistent with the current definitions of tactics and techniques): Spoofing
website text and images, web link manipulation, malicious use of scripting languages, Java
Script popups, fake address bars, and utilizing browser vulnerabilities. However, this
approach focuses only on web phishing, and does not consider other phishing techniques.
The literature review for delivery techniques and their classification, detailed in this
section, can be grouped into six main families:
•
•
•
•
•

General models, such as the MITRE ATT&CK or kill-chain models, where delivery is
considered as a tactic that can be performed through different approaches.
Threat actors reports, which analyze specific delivery techniques exploited in
real operations.
Initial classification approaches, which try to propose a classification scheme for
delivery techniques but whose focus is not this scheme.
Malware-focused analysis, which present the mechanisms used to deliver general or
particular malware samples to a target.
General techniques’ description, which provide an analysis for well-known delivery
techniques in a general context, typically a whole hostile operation, without delving
into the delivery internals.
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•

Particular techniques analysis, which provide an in-depth dissection of specific
techniques such as social engineering or phishing, or of particular elements such
as malware.

In Table 1, a tabular comparative study featuring the main characteristics of the
different analyzed approaches is shown.
Table 1. Comparative literature study.
Family

References

Pros

Cons

General models

[13,24–27]

Industry standards
Specifications based on real attacks
Useful for the identification of particular
techniques in offensive operations

Plain structure
Not an in-depth analysis
Not designed for the identification
of security gaps

Threat actors reports

[28–31]

Real world cases
In-depth analysis for each case
New delivery techniques are presented

Focus on specific delivery techniques
No structure proposal

Initial classifications

[32,33]

Initial structure for techniques
Real techniques mapping

Not focused on delivery, but
general approaches
Date of publication

Malware-focused

[26,34–36]

In-depth analysis for malware delivery
Detection oriented
Malware as a relevant threat

Focus on specific s: malware
and malware related
Not designed to identify security
gaps outside malware ecosystem

General techniques

[37–48]

Delivery techniques analyzed with a global
operation perspective: completeness
Real world cases

No classification proposal
Not in-depth analysis

Particular techniques

[49–57]

In-depth analysis of particular techniques
Structure proposals for these techniques

Focus on particular techniques, without
considering a global delivery scheme

5. Our Proposal
Initial access, or delivery, is just the compromise of the target security perimeter. This
security perimeter is the boundary within security control measures, which are in effect to
protect assets [58]. The compromise is always a break in from outside the target premises to
inside them, no matter where the tactic is initiated from; please note that in our proposal, we
identify inbound and outbound logical paths for delivery, but this classification refers only
to the initial connection for a logical compromise, not to the whole tactic. To compromise
the target perimeter, we identify three mandatory elements: an artifact, a transport vector
from this artifact to the target’s premises, and a path to break the perimeter. In this sense, in
order to establish a taxonomy for delivery techniques, we provide the following definitions:
Delivery Object, is the object used to break the target’s perimeter. This object is usually
a deliverable artifact generated by a weaponizer, in which the malicious payload is
embedded, typically in the form of an application data file such as Adobe Portable
Document Format or Microsoft Office. However, our concept of object includes
not only ad hoc, malicious artifacts, such as links or files, but also points out the
infrastructure to be abused by hostile actors, such as public facing services.
Delivery Vector, is the transport used to deliver the artifact to its target. Examples of
delivery vectors include USB memory drives, mail messages, hardware implants, or
supply chains.
Delivery Path, is the way the delivery vector breaks the target’s perimeter. Although in
some cases this delivery path is directly linked to the delivery vector, in other cases
they are independent, as we well analyze later in this work. Examples of delivery
paths include both physical and logical routes to the target.
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To achieve the delivery tactic, an object is used or abused by a threat actor, who delivers
it to its target by a delivery vector and breaks the perimeter through a specific path. The
path identifies which point is compromised, the vector identifies how it is compromised,
and the object identifies what is used to achieve the compromise. For all of these three
concepts, we propose a taxonomy based both on the characterization of the techniques
and on the related countermeasures to prevent and to detect them. We have not identified
any delivery technique that does not have all of these items, so we consider all of them as
mandatory for a successful delivery.
The delivery object is divided into two types: dynamic and static objects. This proposed division reflects the techniques exposed by threat actors in the use of malicious
artifacts and in the abuse of infrastructure features to achieve the Initial Access. Dynamic
objects are those that contain a malicious payload that detonates when they are used or
accessed in some form. We identify two sub types of dynamic objects: weaponized and not
weaponized, depending whether the malicious payload is coupled with another object. The
first ones are weaponized by the threat actor, for example in the form of a link or file (logical
weaponization) or directly into removable media (physical weaponization), and sent to the
target in order to exploit a local vulnerability or weakness when they are accessed. On the
other hand, non-weaponized dynamic objects are directly launched against the target
without a couple, usually to exploit a remote vulnerability or weakness in order to break
the security perimeter. We consider especially relevant this division of dynamic objects,
as weaponization or its absence is a key factor for the technique; weaponized objects are
usually linked to operations in which the end user is deceived, as the couple hides the
malicious payload, while non-weaponized objects are usually related to the exploitation of
technical vulnerabilities. Moreover, the countermeasures to be applied in each case are different: when dealing with weaponized objects, where the target is a human, awareness is a
must, but when dealing with non-weaponized objects, where the target is an infrastructure,
the main countermeasures are related to technical vulnerability management.
Static objects are those that do not contain a malicious payload, but they are abused
by the threat actor in order to break the security perimeter of its target. In this case, we
also identify two sub types of static objects: those that pre-exists in a legitimate form in the
target’s infrastructure, with independence from the threat actor and those not legitimate,
which are generated by the actor. The first ones are just abused by the threat actor in an
operation against a target, facing as a legitimate user, and the second ones are ad hoc
generated, in the form of backdoor, to provide the threat actor with a delivery, and in some
cases an exploitation and a persistence or capability; this generation is typically performed
by exploiting a particular vulnerability or weakness of the target. Again, this division is
relevant for the identification of the used techniques: legit objects are pre-existing ones,
just abused by a threat actor, and the detection of these techniques are usually based on
anomaly patterns, while illegitimate objects are created by the exploitation of a vulnerability
or weakness, and their detection is mostly based on misuse patterns.
Typical examples of static objects include external-facing accounts, both legit abused
by the actor (pre-existing), and generated for the delivery.
Delivery object-proposed taxonomy is shown in Figure 2. As we have previously
stated, these objects are used or abused by a threat actor to get initial access to its target.
We can identify the two main families of delivery objects: dynamic and static. Inside both
of them, we differentiate the specific types of objects that we have detailed in our work.
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Figure 2. Delivery Objects’ taxonomy.

Taking into account the delivery vector, we differentiate between those that compromise the target’s infrastructure in first place and those that compromise a third party
infrastructure to, as a second step, achieve the compromise of the target. This approach is
linked to [32], in which Ping Chen et al. define direct and indirect delivery as a starting
point for an initial classification, as stated before, and it is consistent with the identification
of the first contact between the threat actor and its target. We define two sub types of direct
vectors: those that are deliberate and those that are unintentional. In the first one, the
threat actor abuses an insider from the target in order to use or abuse the delivery object.
In unintentional delivery, the threat actor can abuse a non-malicious element in two ways:
the syntactic (an actual vulnerability or weakness in the infrastructure) or semantic (a decoy
to a user, for example in spear phishing attacks). Please note that syntactic or semantic
refers only to the delivery, not to the exploitation: once delivered, a semantic attack can
either exploit a vulnerability or not. This proposed division of direct delivery represents
the main differences in the Initial Access techniques from the perspective of how the target
is compromised, and provides an uncommonly in depth analyzed perspective: those of
the insiders.
In indirect delivery, we find the compromise of trusted and untrusted third parties.
A hostile actor can compromise an untrusted infrastructure that, indirectly, compromises
the actual target on some interaction between them, typically through web navigation over
a malicious web page. On the other hand, the compromise of a trusted third party and the
exploiting of a trusted relationship with the actual target allow the threat actor to achieve
delivery in a more concise way. This compromise of a trusted third party is usually in
the form of compromise of a supply chain or in the compromise of a third party with an
infrastructural trust point with the target. Please note that, from the compromised party’s
point of view, an indirect delivery vector must be seen as direct. The difference between
trusted and untrusted parties is a key one, as a trusted party will have more available attack
surface against the target than an untrusted one; thus, countermeasures against them must
be more strict.
The delivery vectors’ proposed taxonomy is shown in Figure 3. Those vectors represent
the transport used to use or abuse the delivery object in order to get initial access to the
target. These vectors can be exploited in their own target (Direct) or in a party which has
some kind of relationship with the final target (Indirect). Both of them have particular
vectors, and we consider especially relevant the deliberate vector, representing the use
of insiders in a target organization that voluntarily provide initial access to a threat actor.
These insiders are not generally considered in literature, as we will detail later in our work.
Finally, from the perspective of the delivery path, we identify two main views for an
organization security perimeter: the logical and the physical view. The human fact is a
key piece in security that has been largely analyzed [59–61], and some even works [62–64]
define a human perimeter for organizations. However, we will focus on the logical and
physical perimeters: although many delivery techniques, such as spear phishing, rely
on human vulnerabilities, the delivery itself has to be performed, breaking a logical or a
physical protection. Please note that the concept “perimeter” refers not only to the target’s
owned infrastructures, but also to the infrastructures related to the target and used while
delivering, for example, to cloud services. So in this sense, we can define two main types of
delivery path: the logical and the physical.
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Figure 3. Delivery Vectors’ taxonomy.

Inside the logical delivery path, we differentiate inbound and outbound paths, depending on from where the first malicious connection for the delivery is started. If this first
connection is started from the organization’s premises, such as in phishing techniques, we
refer to the outbound logical path, while if it is started outside these premises, such as in the
abuse of valid accounts, we refer to the inbound logical path. This distinction is specially
relevant for our taxonomy, as it allows us to fine tune the identification of particular techniques and their identification, thus enabling organizations to establish better protection
mechanisms against the threat. In both cases, it is mandatory to monitor external-facing
systems to detect the compromise, but when dealing with inbound logical path techniques,
the monitoring efforts must be directed to applications and services exposed to internet.
If we deal with an outbound logical path, these monitoring efforts must be directed to the
legit external services offered to their own organization.
Regarding the physical delivery path, we differentiate between connected and not
connected approaches; in this case, a not connected physical delivery path is the one that
breaks the physical security perimeter of the organization once, not connecting the delivery
object to the target IT infrastructure. On the other hand, a connected physical delivery path
represents a double security perimeter violation: the first one, the physical, gets into the
target, and the second one, logical, connects the delivery object to the target infrastructure.
Again, this difference is relevant for the identification of the particular technique used by
a threat actor and thus for the identification and deployment of appropriate countermeasures. While dealing with connected approaches, in which we find a double perimeter
compromise, it is possible to establish two layers of security countermeasures. On the other
hand, in not connected approaches there is a single compromise, so from the perimeter’s
point of view only a checkpoint can be established, although other countermeasures, not
specifically perimeter-related, can also be deployed, especially for the monitoring of the
object activities in the target.
The full delivery path-proposed taxonomy is shown in Figure 4. As we have previously
stated, the delivery path represents the compromised perimeter for the target, the physical
and logical perimeters being the considered ones in our work. Inside both of them we
identify the different approaches that detail this compromise, as these approaches allow
analysts to detect known delivery techniques and to identify novel ones.

Figure 4. Delivery Paths’ taxonomy.
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By setting the object, the vector, and the path we can classify all delivery techniques
into our taxonomy. These items provide a global view of the tactic, as they themselves define
the delivery process: an object is sent through a specific vector to the target, physically or
logically breaking its perimeter, to achieve the tactic goal. In Table 2, we summarize the
proposed taxonomy.
Table 2. Proposed taxonomy for delivery techniques.
Dynamic
Object
Static

Weaponized
Not Weaponized
Legit
Not legit
Deliberate

Direct
Vector
Indirect

Physical
Path
Logical

Unintentional

Syntactic
Semantic

Trusted Party
Untrusted Party
Connected
Not Connected
Inbound
Outbound

Following our proposed approach, we can classify all the delivery techniques and
identify security gaps to establish countermeasures against them. We have selected two of
the most widely used techniques for Initial Access, spear phishing, and the abuse of valid
user accounts on external-facing infrastructure. We can classify them into the proposed
categories for delivery object, vector, and path, as an example regarding how our proposed
taxonomy can be applied.
Spear phishing is a particular type of phishing, in which the target and context are
previously investigated so that the email is tailored to the receiver [65,66]. These actions are
executed by sending a malicious object (typically a file or a link) by e-mail to a particular
target [67]. This object is specially crafted to detonate when it is accessed by the receiver,
who opens it as a legitimate e-mail; when it detonates, the malicious payload is executed
and the threat actor can continue with further steps of the cyber-kill chain. Following
our proposed taxonomy, this technique uses a weaponized dynamic object, is based on a
semantic unintentional direct vector, and follows an outbound logical path.
Regarding the abuse of valid user accounts on external-facing infrastructure, in this
case the threat actor just obtains valid credentials and abuses them to remotely access the
targeted infrastructure. For example, these credentials can be guessed by brute force or
obtained from a data leak. Once the threat actor gets these credentials, it has access to the
infrastructure and can start the execution of the rest of the cyber-kill chain actions. In our
taxonomy, this technique uses a legit static object, is based on a semantic unintentional
direct vector and follows an inbound logical path.
5.1. Mapping to MITRE ATT&CK
As stated in this work, MITRE ATT&CK is the main public effort to establish a
classification of TTP used by threat actors; for this reason, we have performed a mapping
of the MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise “Initial Access” (the given name in the framework to
the delivery) tactic onto our proposed structure.
At the time of this writing, MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise “Initial Access” tactic (last
modified on 19 July 2019), identified as TA0001, consists of techniques that use various
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entry vectors to gain an initial foothold within a network. Techniques used to gain a
foothold include targeted spear phishing and exploiting weaknesses on public-facing web
servers. Footholds gained through initial access may allow for continued access, such
as valid accounts and the use of external remote services, or may be limited-use, due to
changing passwords. For this particular tactic, MITRE ATT&CK identifies the techniques
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. MITRE ATT&CK Initial Access techniques.
Technique ID

Name

Sub-Techniques

T1189

Drive-by Compromise

N/A

T1190

Exploit Public-Facing Application

N/A

T1133

External Remote Services

N/A

T1200

Hardware Additions

N/A

T1566

Phishing

- Spearphishing Attachment
- Spearphishing Link
- Spearphishing via Service

T1091

Replication Through Removable Media

N/A

T1195

Supply Chain Compromise

- Compromise Software Dependencies
and Development Tools
- Compromise Software Supply Chain
- Compromise Hardware Supply Chain

T1199

Trusted Relationship

N/A

Valid Accounts

- Default Accounts
- Domain Accounts
- Local Accounts
- Cloud Accounts

T1078

T1189, Drive-by Compromise, refers to the threat actor gaining access to a system
through a user visiting a website over the normal course of browsing. In this technique,
the object is a dynamic and weaponized; the vector is indirect, through an untrusted party;
and the path is logical and outbound.
T1190, the Exploit Public-Facing Application, refers to the threat actor taking advantage of a weakness in an Internet-facing computer or program using software, data,
or commands in order to cause unintended or unanticipated behavior. In this technique,
the object is dynamic and not weaponized; the vector is direct, unintentional, and syntactic;
and the path is logical and inbound.
T1133, External Remote Services, refers to the threat actor leveraging external-facing
remote services to initially access and/or persist within a network. In this technique,
the object is static and legit; the vector is direct, unintentional, and syntactic; and the path
is logical and inbound.
T1200, Hardware Additions, refers to the threat actor introducing computer accessories,
computers, or networking hardware into a system or network that can be used as a vector
to gain access. In this technique, the object is static and legit; the vector is direct and
unintentional; and the path is physical and connected.
T1566, Phishing, refers to the threat actor sending phishing messages to gain access to
victim systems; all forms of phishing are electronically delivered social engineering. T1566
presents three sub-techniques, and in all of them the object is dynamic and weaponized;
the vector is direct, unintentional, and semantic; and the path is logical and outbound.
T1091, Replication Through Removable Media, refers to the threat actor moving onto
systems, possibly those on disconnected or air-gapped networks, by copying malware to
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removable media and taking advantage of Autorun features when the media is inserted
into a system and executed. In this technique, the object is dynamic and weaponized
into removable media; the vector is direct and unintentional; and the Path is physical
and connected.
T1195, Supply Chain Compromise, refers to the threat actor manipulating products
or product delivery vectors prior to receipt by a final consumer for the purpose of data
or system compromise. In this technique, the object can be dynamic or static, depending
on how the supply chain is abused; the vector is indirect, through a trusted party; and
the Path can be physical or connected (sub-technique T1195.003) or logical and inbound
(sub-techniques T1195.001 and T1195.002). This a clear case where MITRE ATT&CK does
not delve into the particularities of technique.
T1199, Trusted Relationship, refers to the threat actor breaching or otherwise leveraging organizations who have access to intended victims. In this technique, the object is static,
as it does not contain malware for the delivery and legit, as exploited trusted relationships
pre-exist in the infrastructure. The vector is indirect through a trusted party and the Path
is logical and outbound. As in T1195, again MITRE ATT&CK does not provide enough
information to delve into a more specific classification of this particular technique.
T1078, Valid Accounts, refers to the threat actor obtaining and abusing credentials of
existing accounts as a means of gaining Initial Access, Persistence, Privilege Escalation,
or Defense Evasion. In this technique, the object is static and legit in all of the sub-techniques
exposed by MITRE ATT&CK; the vector is direct, unintentional, and syntactic; and the path
is logical and inbound.
As we can see, all MITRE ATT&CK techniques for “Initial Access” can be mapped
onto our taxonomy; this mapping is summarized in Table 4. If we analyze each of the
elements from our taxonomy and their mapping to MITRE ATT&CK, we get interesting
findings about the framework, especially those related to important gaps.
Table 4. MITRE ATT&CK techniques’ classification by threat group.

Object
(T1195)

Dynamic
Static

Weaponized (T1189, T1566, T1091)
Non-Weaponized (T1190)
Legit (T1078, T1199, T1133)
Not legit (T1200)
Deliberate

Direct
Vector

Unintentional

Syntactic
(T1190, T1133, T1200, T1091, T1078)
Semantic (T1566)

Indirect
Physical
Path
Logical

Trusted Party (T1195, 1199)
Untrusted Party (T1189)
Connected (T1200, T1091, T1195.003)
Not Connected
Inbound (T1190, T1133, T1195.001, T1195.002, T1078)
Outbound (T1189, T1566, T1199)

Regarding the delivery object, all techniques but one are classified into low-level nodes.
The technique in upper nodes is T1195, Supply Chain compromise. MITRE ATT&CK does
not provide enough information for its fine classification, although it is becoming a commonly used technique and the framework defines three particular sub techniques inside
it. In fact, supply chain attacks increased in number and sophistication in the year 2020
and this trend has continued in 2021, posing an increasing risk for organization [68–70].
Therefore, the number of published research works related to supply chain cyber security
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is increasing in last years, especial since COVID-19 pandemic [71,72]. We find it mandatory to provide a more exhaustive analysis of this technique from the perspective of the
delivery object, identifying the different approaches through static and dynamic objects
that this technique can be executed with. This analysis would provide organizations better
countermeasures to prevent, detect and neutralize supply chain attacks.
Regarding the delivery vector, all techniques are classified into low-level nodes. In this
case we find an important gap; as MITRE ATT&CK does not consider deliberate delivery,
this is the abuse of an insider from the target organization voluntary helping the hostile
actor to achieve its goals. Although not usually considered when dealing with delivery,
the insider threat has been a relevant problem for years; thus, we find it mandatory to
identify delivery techniques (including the human aspects) for this threat. Dealing with
the delivery vector, it is also interesting that phishing, being the most-used delivery technique, is the only one identified as semantic, as most techniques are classified as syntactic.
The framework should delve into semantic delivery vectors, as people have always been
the weakest link in the security chain and there are different delivery techniques that benefit
from social engineering, as we have discussed in Section 6.
Finally, regarding the delivery path, MITRE ATT&CK identifies delivery techniques
both for a physical and a logical compromise, although most of the delivery techniques
analyzed from hostile actors reports are based on a logical delivery. We must highlight the
fact that the not connected physical delivery path has no linked techniques; this means
that these kinds of delivery approaches are not considered in MITRE ATT&CK; thus,
most defensive teams are also not considering them in their security countermeasures.
The framework should delve into different techniques to physically break the security
perimeter of an organization and deploy an autonomous, not connected implant.
If we delve into the particular delivery techniques that threat actors are performing,
the data from MITRE ATT&CK allows the linking between groups and techniques. In
Table 5, this relationship is shown, exposing the number of threat groups using each initial
access technique or sub technique.
Table 5. Delivery techniques exploited by threat actors.
Technique ID

Name

Number of Groups

T1189

Drive-by Compromise

24

T1190

Exploit Public-Facing Application

16

T1133

External Remote Services

20

T1200

Hardware Additions

1

T1566.001

Spear phishing Attachment

64

T1566.002

Spear phishing Link

34

T1566.003

Spear phishing via Service

7

T1091

Replication Through Removable Media

4

T1195.001

Compromise Software Dependencies and
Development Tools

0

T1195.002

Compromise Software Supply Chain

6

T1195.003

Compromise Hardware Supply Chain

0

T1199

Trusted Relationship

5

T1078.001

Valid Accounts: Default

0

T1078.002

Valid Accounts: Domain

10

T1078.003

Valid Accounts: Local

8

T1078.004

Valid Accounts: Cloud

2
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Please note that a single threat group can be executing more than one initial access
technique, and also that those techniques or sub-techniques with zero groups mean only
that they have been observed in real operations but attribution has not been possible.
With this information, we can conclude that different spear phishing techniques are the
most widely used, while supply chain compromises can be only performed by specific
threat actors; particularly, no identified threat actor is able to compromise the hardware or
dependencies and developmental tool supply chains, although MITRE ATT&CK identifies
these techniques as the ones used to gain initial access. Of course these results are consistent
with the findings we have exposed in our paper, related to phishing as a key delivery
technique and supply chain compromise as a growing trend. As we have previously
performed with MITRE ATT&CK techniques, we can map the number of groups performing
each technique onto our taxonomy, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6. MITRE ATT&CK groups classification.
Dynamic
Object (6)
Static

Weaponized (133)
Non-Weaponized (16)
Legit (45)
Not legit (1)
Deliberate

Direct
Vector
Indirect

Physical
Path
Logical

Unintentional

Syntactic (61)
Semantic (105)

Trusted Party (11)
Untrusted Party (24)
Connected (5)
Not Connected
Inbound (62)
Outbound (134)

Regarding the delivery object, most groups are able to use techniques based on
weaponized objects in order to gain initial access to their targets. Only one of them is
able to gain access through not legit objects, in this case, through hardware additions.
These data show the importance of protecting organizations against malware coupled with
legitimate objects, as the techniques relying on weaponized objects are the most-used ones.
This protection can be achieved through perimeter security elements such as web traffic
inspection devices or sandboxes for mail attachments or links. While all delivery techniques
are important, the probability of being compromised through Weaponized Objects is much
higher than the probability of being compromised through a hardware addition; therefore,
on a prior basis most organizations must allocate more resources to protect themselves
against a malware compromise than to protect themselves against a hardware addition or
a supply chain compromise. Finally, it is important to note that only six groups are able
to execute different techniques based on undefined delivery objects, all of them through
supply chain compromises. As we have stated in this paper, these compromises are not
widely exploited, but supply chain attacks are a growing trend.
Regarding the delivery vector, Semantic delivery is the most widely used vector.
This implies that most groups exploit social engineering techniques to gain access to the
target infrastructure, a fact that highlights the importance of security awareness for most
organizations. The use of untrusted parties to gain access to the target is also relevant.
Threat actors rely on the trojanization of web sites visited by the users of the targeted
organization to gain access to their victims. Although this technique can be considered
a non-directed one (there is no guarantee about who is visiting the trojanized web site),
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advanced threat actors analyze their targets and identify the sites those targets will visit
with high probability. This fact again highlights the special relevance of the security
countermeasures that must be implemented in order to protect navigation traffic. Finally,
the fact that no threat group is identified as being able to exploit Deliberate delivery, that is,
that no threat group is exploiting insiders to gain access to a target, is especially relevant
Finally, regarding the delivery path, most initial access is gained through a logical
delivery. As physical delivery is usually harder to exploit, most threat actors focus on
logical paths to gain access to their targets. The protection of the logical perimeter, both
of inbound and outbound connections, is highlighted once again. Finally, as we have
previously stated, no threat group is identified to be able to exploit not connected delivery
paths. As few countermeasures will be implemented to protect this kind of compromise,
this fact leaves a potential window of opportunity for threat actors.
5.2. A Practical Example
In this section we provide a practical example for our proposed taxonomy and its
usefulness. For this case study, we have chosen the supply chain compromise delivery
technique. As we have previously stated, supply chain compromise is a growing trend
in advanced hostile operations; thus, it is mandatory to design and implement security
countermeasures to face this technique.
In order to protect an organization against supply chain techniques, the first step is
to understand how they are implemented by threat actors. MITRE ATT&CK being the
main framework for tactics and techniques, it is the first reference to analyze supply chain
compromises. As we have stated, this framework provides three sub-techniques, two of
them regarding software supply chain compromises and the last one regarding hardware
supply chain compromises. With a main focus on software-related compromises, hardware
supply chain attacks are in the background. This is consistent with an in-depth literature
review, where most research is focusing nowadays on software supply chain attacks, that is,
on the compromise of the software delivered to the target, both commercial [73] and open
source [74]. On the other hand, hardware supply chain is, in general terms, less considered.
The hardware supply chain security is analyzed and modeled in [75]. Hardware implants
in supply chain attacks are analyzed in works such as [76], where the authors focus on
the security of electronic devices, or [77], where Jacob Harrison et al. provide a review of
Printed Circuit Boards’ malicious hardware implants through the supply chain.
This initial literature review, whose aim is to identify the security countermeasures
to be implemented in order to protect an organization, presents two main problems that
can lead organizations to leave relevant security gaps that can be exploited by advanced
threats. The first problem is related to the focus on software supply chain attacks. These
compromises are the more common ones, as hardware compromises usually require much
more effort, human and economic, and their scope is limited to a reduced group of targets.
Different Advanced Persistent Threat groups, such as APT29 or Sandworm, are able to
compromise the software supply chain, while the groups with hardware compromise
capabilities are less common. However, hardware supply chain compromises are still
a relevant threat to organizations; thus, they must be conveniently considered when
designing and implementing a protection plan.
The second problem is related to the hardware versus software approach. This distinction is too simple in some cases and it usually refers to the way an artifact is delivered
to the target, without considering other elements. In our proposed taxonomy, it focuses
only on the delivery path. By adopting this simple hardware or software consideration,
without evaluating other elements of the compromise, relevant protection gaps can be left
by a security team.
To face these common problems, our proposed taxonomy helps defensive teams to
cover security gaps by considering uncommon delivery approaches. In addition, our taxonomy also allows the identification of novel techniques, in order to evaluate their likelihood
and impact and, if applicable, to establish countermeasures to face them. Regarding supply
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chain compromises as a delivery technique, our taxonomy considers not only the delivery
path point of view, but also the vector and the object. If we map supply chain related
techniques onto our proposed taxonomy, both the ones defined in MITRE ATT&CK and
unusual techniques identified in the literature review, we can find gaps that can lead to
security breaches through a supply chain compromise.
In relation to the Path, as we have stated, supply chain techniques are mostly linked
to software and hardware delivery, not considering situations such as:
•

•

The mix of both approaches: the delivery of trojanized software through physical
means, for example, through any removable media. This delivery technique is identified in our taxonomy, and it is a key threat to be considered in air-gapped networks,
where software is installed or updated through physical media.
The physical delivery of a trojanized element that is not directly connected to the
target infrastructure, for example, a device to remotely listen to a conversation.

If these supply chain delivery techniques are not considered in a threat model, defensive teams will not be able to identify and establish appropriate countermeasures. Through
the dissection of the delivery technique and the identification of its components, our
taxonomy includes all the relevant elements to identify these approaches to the delivery.
In relation to the delivery vector, all supply chain compromises are Indirect, by their
own definition. The abuse of untrusted parties is not usually considered in the literature,
as major well-known supply chain attacks, such as SolarWinds [73,78] or Kaseya [79] are
based on a trusted party to compromise their final target. Hostile actors took advantage
of this gap in 2021, as most organizations are not aware of these attacks. For example,
the Lazarus group have developed techniques to compromise its targets through the
trojanization of general-purpose software available on Internet [80]. This advanced threat
actor is able to download the malicious software to the target infrastructure through social
engineering techniques, thus successfully developing a supply chain compromise approach
through untrusted parties. This approach, observed in 2021, would have been considered
by applying our proposed taxonomy, as it identifies not only trusted Parties but also
untrusted ones as indirect delivery vectors.
Finally, regarding the delivery object, none of the works we have analyzed focuse
on the relevance of this element for supply chain delivery techniques. In fact, the MITRE
ATT&CK framework does not provide enough detail for their exposed supply chain techniques to map them onto relevant categories of our taxonomy. This lack of analysis can
result in security gaps for an organization. All supply chain compromises are based on
the manipulation of the delivered product at any stage of the chain. However, the type of
manipulation is relevant for its detection. For example, a trojanization through dynamic
objects can be detected by malware analysis, while a trojanization through a static object
would not be detected by that analysis, and would require a hardening check. If the object
is not considered, organizations cannot identify and implement appropriate security countermeasures to detect supply chain compromises. Our taxonomy, in this case the delivery
object, allows analysts to identify different types of manipulation and to deploy the relevant
countermeasures in each case to face them.
In this practical example, we have applied our proposed taxonomy to the identification
of novel and uncommon supply chain delivery techniques. We have shown how our work
helps analysts to establish a model for delivery techniques that allows them to anticipate
in hostile operations through the analysis of the delivery object, vector, and path. In this
way, cyber security levels can be increased and global protection for an organization is
enhanced. Although we have focused on a supply chain compromise, our findings and
proposed taxonomy can be applied to all kind of delivery techniques used by advanced
threat actors.
6. Discussion
In order to provide an initial taxonomy for delivery techniques, we have analyzed
the different existing approaches to accomplish the Initial Access tactic performed by
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advanced threat actors. In this analysis, one major finding is that voluntary delivery is
not considered among the analyzed techniques. A deeper classification for deliberate
actions is processed in different works regarding the insider threat [81–86], although such a
fine structure is outside the scope of this paper. Being a MITRE ATT&CK, the commonly
accepted framework for tactics, techniques, and procedures, we consider that it should
identify such approaches for a deliberate initial access, thus providing mechanisms to
mitigate these techniques.
A major finding during our research is that different well-known delivery techniques
are not considered in current frameworks. This gap between currently used delivery
techniques and those identified in key references, such as the MITRE ATT&CK, which
is a primary source for security analysts, may lead to an opportunity window for threat
actors, as defensive teams are not considering some hostile approaches; thus, they are not
implementing countermeasures against them. In this sense, we consider our taxonomy to
help analysts identify those lacking techniques that can be executed by threat actors, thus
helping organizations to identify appropriate countermeasures against them.
In addition, also regarding this framework, we have identified an important lack of
formal structure in MITRE ATT&CK techniques for different particular tactics. This framework being the main effort and the de facto standard to identify and analyze tactics and
techniques from advanced threat actors, we consider that it should define a taxonomy, or at
least a classification, for the identified techniques in each case, thus providing analysts more
concise information about them and increasing defensive capabilities to prevent, detect,
and neutralize threats. This work will be shared with MITRE in order to be considered to
enhance the ATT&CK framework.
As identified research lines, we propose, in the first place, a deeper analysis of supply
chain compromises as a key delivery vector. As we have stated before, supply chain
attacks are not the most widely used technique, but their popularity among threat actors is
increasing and their impact is high. We have provided a practical example to improve the
identification and detection of supply chain compromises through our proposed taxonomy,
but of course more research has to be performed. Refs. [46,87] provide a framework and
catalog of supply chain attack patterns identifying objects of the compromise, types, time
frames, and, as a key element, points of attack within the supply chain. Ref. [88] proposes
a threat model for supply chain attacks, and ref. [89] provides a threat analysis for these
attacks. Much work has been performed in this line, but most of it is focused on the analysis
of particular approaches, lacking a formalization and with an abstract, technology-agnostic
structure for their classification. This kind of analysis should improve an organization
security by providing a deeper knowledge about supply-chain-based initial access, thus
enabling appropriate countermeasures against these kinds of hostile actions, so we miss a
deeper work from this perspective.
As we have stated, another research line we identify is the analysis of the deliberate
human factor in offensive operations; when dealing with advanced actors, they have
capabilities to employ not only technological approaches for an initial access or for other
tactics, but also to use insiders to achieve their goals. and a relevant challenge is to
determine if an action delivered by an insider is a justifiable threat [90]. The detection of
these internal hostile actors is mandatory in order to provide an adequate level of protection.
Although in classical security the insider threat has been well studied over the years, we
consider that these analysis must be carried to cyber operations, following a kill-chain
approach [91,92], where the mix of people and technology can lead to a high impact for
an organization.
Finally, we identify a third research line related to the application of computational
intelligence to the identification and classification of delivery techniques. Our taxonomy
can be used as a general classification scheme and can help analysts to select relevant
features to model delivery techniques. With these features, main computational intelligence
approaches can be exploited to identify and classify techniques. Fuzzy logic systems or
neural networks have been successfully applied in many different fields, such as fault
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detection [93–95] or smart cities [96,97]. Related to delivery techniques, the role of fuzzy
logic in supply chain management [98,99], resilience [100,101], or risk assessment [102,103]
are relevant research fields.
7. Conclusions
Our work provides an initial taxonomy for delivery techniques in order to better
understand the global tactic and to protect organizations against threat actors achieving
initial access into a target. Delivery is a key tactic for advanced threat operations; part
of the global success of an offensive operation relies on the correct achievement of the
delivery, as it is the first stage of the operation in which the threat actor interacts with
its target in a hostile way. For this reason, an accurate classification and structure for the
techniques linked to the delivery tactic is a must in order to identify capabilities, to profile
advanced actors, and to develop, implement, and maintain security countermeasures
against them. However, we have identified an absence of a suitable classification scheme
for the techniques related to the delivery stage in hostile cyber operations by advanced
threat actors. Even MITRE ATT&CK, the key reference in the subject, lacks a suitable
approach to classify the different techniques inside the delivery tactic. As this tactic is
mandatory in all kind of offensive operations, we consider it especially relevant to establish
a suitable taxonomy for it, thus helping organizations to better understand this stage and
enhancing their prevention, detection, and neutralization capabilities.
In this work, we have delved into how the delivery tactic is achieved. To establish
such a taxonomy, we have dissected the tactic as a way to model it. We identify the different
elements that define the delivery and we deploy them into a classification that provides
this taxonomy. As stated before, as the MITRE ATT&CK is considered the key reference
for tactics and techniques used by threat actors, we have aligned our approach with this
framework and classified all the identified techniques into our proposed taxonomy. We
consider our work to significantly contribute to improving, not only the threat model
for hostile advanced actors, but also the detail organizations must consider for a suitable
protection against them, in this case against the delivery tactic.
Tactics and techniques are one of the first key points to model advanced threat actors
and to deploy capabilities in order to prevent, to detect, and to neutralize them. We
consider our proposal as a starting point towards a commonly accepted taxonomy that helps
research to better understand hostile actors, especially advanced ones. In future works,
our proposal can be fine tuned to provide a more accurate approach to the Initial Access
performed by advanced threat actors; we consider that all improvements must be aligned
with industry standards, such as MITRE ATT&CK, in order to be useful to the security
community. In addition, in this paper we have identified key research lines regarding
delivery techniques whose relevance is growing or, is direct, which is not considered in
main frameworks.
In this sense, we miss in main frameworks, such as MITRE ATT&CK, a deeper analysis
of delivery techniques in three directions: supply chain attacks, as growing threats; deliberate delivery techniques, especially those regarding an insider; and physical perimeter
breaking, with no further connection to the target infrastructure.
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